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About This Game

Do you like weapons and ammunition?
Do you like action?

Do you like adrenaline in the blood and crowds of enemies?
There is everything In this game!

Features:
+ location choice (City-day, City-night, Factory-day, Factory-Night)

+ 3 difficulty levels
+ 3 game modes ("Clearing the Area", "Waves", "Survival")

+ tons of enemies (bad soldiers, bad robots, zombies)
+ possibility to take a frendly soldier

+ flexible setting (which enemies do you want to meet or all at once)
+ complete arsenal for killing enemies (from a knife to a grenade)

+ length selection Waves in "Waves" mode
+ survival timer in "Survival" mode (mix)

+ all settings work together and on all locations
+ action music and realistic sounds

+ high quality textures and nice picture
+ Achievements

+ Leaderboard (Survival Time in "Survival (mix)" mode)
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The task is simple: if you want to live, do not let yourself be killed.
sorry for my English
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Title: Overcoming Pain
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
FurGoldGames
Publisher:
FurGoldGames
Release Date: 26 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 +

Processor: Intel Core i3 +

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 950

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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this whole thing has been a waste of money... remade art from earlier versions of RM, a train and kid generator parts? seriously?
content i will never use nor ever cared to use nor care about... what a waste of time and money.... Lack of contents
Lack of weapons
Lack of players to play with
No controller direction free movement supported
High price
Most of all, it is bland and boring
. great game for the price. I normaly write longer reviews but i only played it ones and already requested a refund. Why you
might ask and "shouldnt i give it a second chance" n stuff. I made a short video which pretty much shows why coz you just
CANT make "THAT" in a RACING GAME.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/ssIJN_z73Hk

Sorry thats a no-go. THAT is NOT fair in the slightest.. this soundtrack is so beautiful. cried when wish my life away
played lol. Nice game. Solid physics. Good concept deserving more levels.. This is one of the best idle games I've played.
It combines an idle game with a legitimately good arcade space shooter. Highly recommended.
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The game itself is not bad. Atmosphere and graphics are quite good (early XXI century style), puzzles are mildly challenging
and quite entertaining, but the main character is incredibly annoying. Another "Dannazione" and some more moaning about
needing a drink? Please stop.
. wow.

-no key rebind (who the actual ♥♥♥♥ made the decission to put melee on [ALT] with no chance to remap it?) no matter who it
was, it must be a very sick person

-no options at all (no graphic, sound, whatever else options)

-FOV is probably the worst in human computer gaming history. FOV is like u ate a bunch of psychodelic mushrooms and
someone stretched a 4:3 game to 16:9

-dead enemy bodies disappear before even hitting the ground

instead of pumping out new free episodes for the game, invest the development time for a menu, key remappiing and for
♥♥♥♥ sake, fix the FOV.. Enough room to let you play multiple times with different ideas and yet short enough to see the
payoff of those decisions in the end game. It may not bring 80+ hours to the table, but then again it wasn't exactly designed to,
either. It's... quirky. I hate to use that word with most games because it admittedly sounds bad, but that's about the best
descriptive word I can come up with - and I mean that in the nicest, most positive way possible. There's a level of
lightheartedness that plays well with the theme of facist, jack-booted media manipulation and the two go hand-in-hand well. The
game never felt like it was just dragging on, or becoming so complex and muddled that going through the stages was a chore.
Simple mechanics, easily accessible payoff and resolution and there's a charm to its simplicity that I fall for time and time again.
Highly recommended for anyone looking to get some amusement and eat up a little time. As I picked it up on the 2016 Steam
Summer Sale (for a steal, really) - I'm quite happy with my purchase, and will keep an eye on the devs to see what else they put
out. If it's more of the same as this? Fine, that'll be worth the money. But if they build and expand off of the idea they have
here, if they do more but keep the balance of simplicity, humor and freedom of choice? Even better. My hat's off, officially, I
enjoyed and will definitely recommend this game.. Awesome piece of software!

I have waited far too long for a tool that helps me with the hideous task of packing UVs.

When it's not packing faster than me it's doing it more efficient.
When it's not packing more efficient than me, it's doing it faster.
Either way, I can work on something else while it's doing its job so it pays of it self after a few models.. Great single player
story, and I loved the Zombies mode, but I wasn\u2019t too keen on the multiplayer side of the game.. i really like this game,
but it crashes alot for me and gets frustrating. This game is just as addictive as "Dope Wars".
It's little bit repetetive, as all you do is slangin' dope. I wish this game would have some ways to spend your cash, maybe we'll
see it in the future DLC's?
At this point it's a great addictive game to kill time. But don't expect to play this for few hours straight. For this price, I'll
definitely recommend this masterpiece.. Really enjoying this so far, it reminds me of the original Fallout games but with
updated graphics and a Steampunk feel. The default keyboard layout was a bit off for me but after setting up my own
keybindings I'm loving it.

Pros
Steampunk genre with some nice alt earth twists
RPG storyline with choices
Nice but simple graphics
Good atmospheric soundeffects
tactical battles

Cons
Would have liked to see voice acting for important characters
Music seems out of place for the genre
Default keybindings are confusing (But easy to adjust)
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Summary, A fun game to play, which I hope will captivate me as much as the original Fallout and Bouldersgate titles did.

(I'll update this once I've progressed further into the game). No other game I own has provided me as much entertainment as this
one. It holds up well, with excellent stories and mechanics. Couldn't recommend it enough to any Elder Scrolls or general RPG
fan. A classic of the open-world genre.
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